K5 Spacecraft Status
All the manufacturing, assembling and testing processes have been done (2011)
Currently, K5 is secured in the KARI
(Only a minimum maintenance SOH check was done by KARI)
Currently, No more regular test is scheduled

K5 Launch Schedule
Officially the launch schedule is still 2012. Dec.
The schedule will be move to 2013 Spring.
(Launch vehicle contract issue is a main cause of the schedule delay)
K5 GPSRO HW/SW Status
K5 IGOR+ installation and test has been finalized
(Firmware version 2.0)
The Firmware upgrade to the version 2.3 is recommended by International RO community
The firmware upgrade is in discussion

Data Processing Issues
K5 RO data will be processed and published by UCAR – KASI - KARI Cooperation
NOAA-KARI cooperation for the use of NOAA ground station is on going